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Thank you for visiting my online office. I hope that this website will allow you to find relevant information, whether for congressional research or for a visit to Washington, D.C. Having served as an elected official for over thirty years, I believe in constant contact with the constituency, and I trust that you will remain committed if I continue to represent you in the halls of Congress. If
you need additional information or help, please do not hesitate to contact me or my staff. I am also looking forward to your comments on how I can improve the 7th District for you. Check out a map of the 7th Congressional District, the current legislation sponsored or co-sponsored by Congressman Davis, see here December 21, 2020 PRESS RELEASE Monday, December 21,
2020 ... Read more August 7, 2020 WASHINGTON, DC – Today, House Ways and Means Worker and Family Support Subcommittee Chairman Danny K. Davis (... Read more July 29, 2020 Press Release WASHINGTON, DC – Today, Ways and Means Worker and Family Support Subcom... Read more July 23, 2020 FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE Thursday, July 23, 2020
Contact: Rotimi Adeoye, 202-256-6655, Rotimi.Adeoye@mail.hous... Read more June 25, 2020 WASHINGTON, DC – Today I joined House Ways and Means Committee Chairman Richard E. Neal (D-MA), House Appropriati... Read more 01/13/21 January 12, 2021 STATEMENT OF REP. DANNY K. DAVIS ON IMPEACHMENT Washington, DC - Madam Speaker, on Jan. Read
more 01/10/21 Congressman Danny K. Davis, 7th District of Illinois convenes a congressional hearing on no-knock warrants. Th... Read more 01/06/21 I support the immediate removal of Donald J. Trump from the office of President of the United States through impeachment and/... Read more 01/06/21 I wish I could say that I was completely surprised by the events in the Capitol
today, but in truth we have ine... Read more 12/21/20 DECEMBER 21, 2020 WASHINGTON, DC - I am pleased that Congress has finally been able to reach an agreement on this ... Read more 9/24/20 Testimony of Congressman Danny K. Davis - Subcommittee on Social Security within the Committee on Ways and Means ... Read more 8/22/20 Madam President, I am
expanding to support our postal service and to support its mission to serve our people, to support ... Read more 12/11/18 Mr Speaker, sickle cell disease is an inherited blood disease characterized by affected red blood cells that... Read more 4/13/18 budgets, spending and revenue, are just an explanation of our priorities. It is not difficult to develop a plan that meets the urgent
needs of our people flexibility for emergencies in the field of national security, natural disasters and economic crises. The Congressional Progressive Caucus and the Congressional Black Caucus have submitted such budgets every year, and I have proudly cast my vote for these Programs every year. Read more 2/16/17 Mr Speaker, I would like to take a moment to pay tribute to
Bill Hunter, the father of one of my longtime collaborators. I didn't h... Read more How to use &lt;span class=EXACT_VALUE_LABEL_AS_ENTERED_BELOW&gt;&lt;/span&gt;: Insert where to fill the value. WYSIWYG does not require empty space within chip tags. Label (no spaces or special characters) Value Comments (optional) repName Danny K. Davis
helpWithFedAgencyAddress Chicago District Office 2813-15 W. Fifth Avenue Chicago, Illinois 60612 District 7th District of Illinois academyUSCitizenDate July 1, 2017 academyAgeDate July 1, 2017 academyApplicationDueDate 20, 2017 repStateABBR Il repDistrict 7 repState Illinois repDistrictText 7 repPhoto Sponsored Bills Sponsored Bills Sponsored Bills Office Name
Location Location Image URL Washington DC 2159 Rayburn House Office Building Washington, Washington DC 20515 p. (202) 225-5006 f. (202) 225-5641 Chicago Office 2815 W. Fifth Avenue Chicago, Illinois 60612 p. (773) 533-7520 f. (844) 274-0426 3100 S Riverside DrP.O. Box 887Ames, Iowa 50010P. 515.292.0490E. dnd@sigler.com Welcome to the D &amp; D Digital
Online Dietetics Internship Matching Service of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. For each internship, the applicant must send an application to the internship: DICAS Prioritize the internship for matching : DI Matching We cannot match you with an internship if: you do not submit an application for the internship if you do not prioritize the internship to participate in the D &amp;
D Internship Matching, please click on DI Matching. This survey determines your skill scores, fantasy races, class, orientation, and character level that describe what you would be if you were transformed into a Dungeons and Dragons character. This is a long survey, so set aside about 15 to 20 minutes to answer all 140 questions. Each question should be answered as accurately
as possible by choosing the answer that describes you best or the answer you most agree with. The answers were placed in random order, so read carefully. You must answer each question to get the best possible result. Given the range of skill scores and the number of combinations of race, class, orientation, and character level, this survey can produce different results of over
1.5 TRILLION. Once you have answered all the questions, send your answers with the button at the bottom of this page. The results page displays all basic character information and details of its orientation, race, and class. Html code, to view the results on your own website and provide a detailed breakdown of your in different categories if you leave the radio buttons enabled. I
am pleased to inform you that the WARLOCK has been included in the survey as a possible class result! PLEASE NOTE: This test requires support for JavaScript and pop-up windows. If your browser doesn't support both, you're not lucky. If you're not sure if your browser works, scroll down and click the What's a D&amp;D character i? button to fill in all the questions. If you want
to see some statistics, please visit the Hall of Heroes - Statistics page. Millions of people have visited the site. The Frequently Asked Questions page covers many of the questions and comments I have received. Now to the survey! 1 Vaughn Gittin Jr 540 2 Chelsea DeNofa 500 3 Ryan Tuerck 484 4 Fredric Aasbo 448 5 Chris Forsberg 428 6 Aurimas Bakchis 408 7 Justin Pawlak
372 8 Michael Essa 356 9 Jeff Jones 320 10 Taylor Hull 320 The National Air and Space Museum holds about 17,000 space artifacts in its collection. More than 3,500 of them come from the historic Apollo moon landing, with 400 objects specifically related to the first successful lunar land emission, Apollo 11. On July 20, 1969, astronauts Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin landed in
the Lunar Module Eagle and were the first humans to walk a foot onto the lunar surface while astronaut Michael Collins orbited the top of the Command Module, Columbia. From Bulbapedia, the community-driven Pokémon encyclopedia. This article is about Generation IV games. For more uses, see Diamond and Pearl. Pokémon Diamond Versionポケ and Pokémon Diamond
Version with Dialga Pokémon Beads Versionポケ Pokémon Pearl Version, with Palkia ,name3 [[File:'boxart3'|250px]]'caption3' Ratings CERO: A ESRB: E ACB: PG OFLC: PG PEGI: 3 GRAC: ALL GSRR: N/A Release dates Japan: September 28, 2006[1] North America: April 22, 2007[2] Australia: June 21, 2007[3] Europe: 27. 14 February 2008[5] Hong Kong: N/A Taiwan: 28
September 2006 Japanese Boxart Boxart by Pocket Monsters Diamond Boxart of Pocket Monsters Pearl [[File:|25 0px]]'jcaption StrategyWiki has more on this topic: Pokémon Diamond and Pearl Pokémon Diamond Version (Japanese: ポケ) and Pokémon Pearl Version (Japanese: ポケ Pocket Monsters Pearl) are Nintendo DS games that are the first Pokémon games of
Generation IV. The Games were released in Japan on September 28, 2007, North America on April 22, June 21, 2007 in Australia, and July 27, 2007 in Europe. They take place in the Sinnoh region. It was followed by Pokémon Platinum, an improved version of these games. Spoiler alert: This article may contain important plot or end details. When the game starts, the player
watches a news broadcast about the sighting of a red Gyarado in Johtos Lake of Rage. The player then goes to his best friend Barry's house and drives with him to Lake Verity to search for legendary Pokémon. When they arrive, they notice Professor Rowan and his assistant (Lucas or Dawn, depending on the player's gender), discussing the professor's work and his search for
something in the lake. The pair notice the player and hurry away, leaving a briefcase. As Barry approaches the briefcase, two wild stars attack. The player and Barry open the briefcase containing three Pokémon from which they must choose to fend off the attacking Pokémon. Barry, who later becomes a rival, takes the Pokémon, which has a type advantage over the player's
choice. After the battle, the professor's assistant will appear briefly and comment that the Pokémon were used before leaving with the briefcase. The player and Barry return to Twinleaf Town. Back in Twinleaf Town, the player's mother gives them a pair of running shoes before the player heads to Sandgem Town. When the player meets Professor Rowan at Sandgem Town, the
professor gives the player the Pokémon selected at the lake and a Pokédex. The player then sets out to explore Sinnoh and defeat Gym Leaders to advance in the plot, challenge the Elite Four and become the champion of Sinnoh. Over the course of the game, there are many conflicts with the evil team Galactic and its leader Cyrus. When the power of DialgaD or PalkiaP
summoned by Cyrus begins to overwhelm Sinnoh, Uxie, Mesprit, and Azelf appear and negate the flow of power, and the player is then forced into a battle with the legendary Pokémon. After the player has defeated the Elite Four, there are other activities to follow. These mainly concern the conquest of previously unavailable Pokémon, additional features such as the Poké Radar,
the exploration of previously inaccessible places such as the combat, survival and resort areas, and the perfection of combat abilities in the Battle Tower. Blurb Welcome to the next generation of Pokémon! As a Rookie Pokémon Trainer, you'll need to catch, train, and fight Pokémon on your journey to become a Pokémon League Champion. You'll face many challenges along the
way as you search for the Pokémon that controls time or space in the Pokémon Diamond version or Pokémon Pearl version. Discover more than 100 new Pokémon in the Sinnoh region! Complete goals and earn the ability to import Pokémon from your GBA versions! Fight and deal with Friends all over the world with Nintendo Wi-Fi Connection! Watch as the day turns into night
with the return of the real-time clock function! Features The day-night system, which first appears in Generation II, returns with the same three periods, but better between them. A new multifunction device called Pokétch, short for Pokémon Watch, is also being introduced. The name of the regional professor is Professor Rowan, after a tree like the others, and he allows the player
and their rival to hold the starters Pokémon they used against the attack on wild Pokémon at the beginning of the game. A new combat system is used for Pokémon Diamond and Pearl. In this new combat system, attacks are explained either physically or specifically by the attack itself, i.e. whether the attack touches the enemy or not, instead of the type of attack as it was
previously. For example, ThunderPunch is now physical and Hyper Beam is now something special. This was initially highly controversial among fans of the series, as it was seen as a waste of some of the Pokémon that were more powerful in Generation III, such as Blaziken and Sceptile, although it now allows a more versatile set of moves to be viable for these Pokémon.
Although it was initially reported that the games would include Dark/Psychic/Fighting starters, this is not the case. The games keep the starters in the type trio of previous generations Grass/Fire/Water, this time Turtwig, Chimchar and Piplup. Wi-Fi The native support of the DS for Wi-Fi is used so that players can trade, fight and communicate online via voice chat. This feature will
no longer be officially supported as of May 20, 2014. However, there are now fanmade custom servers that serve as a replacement for the discontinued online features of these games. Kaeru WFC and Wiimmfi run the servers and DNS proxies required to access them, so you can access online games again by simply changing the Internet settings on your Nintendo DS. GTS The
Global Trade System, or GTS, is introduced so that trainers can search for any Pokémon they want or set up one of their own Pokémon for trading for each Pokémon. Players of other games can search for the Pokémon that others have placed on the GTS. This feature will no longer be officially supported as of May 20, 2014. However, there are now Fanmade Custom Servers
that serve as a replacement for the discontinued online features of these games, including the Poké Classic Network GTS. Kaeru WFC and Wiimmfi run the servers and DNS proxies required to access them, so you can access online games again by simply changing the Internet settings on your Nintendo DS. Main Articles: Pokémon Super Contest In Pokémon Diamond and
Pearl, a significant amount of changes have been made to the Pokémon contests introduced in Generation III, now known as Pokémon Super Contests. Instead of using Pokéblocks with berries, berry-flavored muffins are made called poffins. This happens in Hearthome City, although not in Super Contest Hall, but in Poffin House. With the Nintendo DS's stylus pen, players need
to use the poffin blend of poffin arrows that are displayed. Before the player enters his first Super contest, Jordan gives the player a mild poffin that improves all five state stats. The first round, known as Visual Competition, is similar to the first round in Ruby, Sapphire, and Emerald, but instead of relying solely on state statistics, Pokémon must be disguised with accessories with
the pen within a time limit. Each contest requires different accessories, and higher ranks may require more to bet on the Pokémon. The second round is the dance competition, which uses buttons on the touchscreen to either perform a dance that the others find difficult to imitate (if the player's Pokémon is the main dancer) or to copy the dance moves of the main actors. Each
Pokémon gets a twist to be the leader, and the leader must try to dance with the music in time and do the background dancers. The A, B, X, and Y keys also work. The third round is very similar to the Generation III appeal round, and the main difference is that there are three competition judges and only four twists to appeal, rather than a judge and five turns to appeal. A
Pokémon gets more points if it is the only Pokémon that acts for a particular judge, less if another responds to that judge and so on. The crowd system is still in place, but this time each judge has a different counter, making it both potentially risky and potentially rewarding to turn to a judge to whom everyone else appeals to Pokémon. In addition, Pokémon receive bonus points for
appeals, regardless of the judge's impression, and points are not simply added to increase a judge's tension. Gyms As always, there are eight new gyms in Sinnoh, each with its own type affiliation. The new gym leaders are Roark (Rock), Gardenia (Grass), Maylene (Fighting), Crasher Wake (Water), Fantina (Ghost), Byron (Steel), Candice (Ice) and Volkner (Electric). Elite Four
The new Elite Four is in the Pokémon League. The elite trainers are Aaron (bug), Bertha (Ground), Flint (Fire) and Lucian (Psychic); the champion is Cynthia, who has Pokémon of several types. New Pokémon See list of Pokémon by Sinnoh Pokédex number and list of Pokémon by National Pokédex number As the first generation IV games, Diamond and Pearl were the first
sightings of 107 new Pokémon, bringing the total to 493. The new Pokémon was unveiled in 2004 with the release of Destiny Deoxys in Japan, where Munchlax was unveiled. The fourth generation of Pokémon was launched in 2005 with the Japanese release of and the mystery of Mew. The film featured Lucario, Bonsly, Mime Jr. and Weavile. 2006 was cracking for the fourth
generation. The ninth film, Pokémon Ranger and the Temple of the Sea, featured Manaphy, Mantyke, Buizel and Chatot, and Dialga and Palkia were soon confirmed on two games' box type. On September 27, all 107 menu icons of the new Pokémon were unveiled on Filb.de. During the week following the Japanese release of the games, Serebii.net showed a Discovery Trench
that revealed the names and statistics of many of the previously unknown Pokémon to the general public. Game-exclusive Pokémon The following Pokémon are only available in one game of this pair. To receive Pokémon exclusively for this pair's other game, they must be traded either from this game or from another Compatible Game of Generation IV that has this Pokémon
available. Alternatively, all Pokémon released before these games can be migrated from a Generation III game. The connectivity trade is between Diamond and Pearl versions via the Nintendo DS's internal wireless connection. It connects in the same way with Platinum, HeartGold and SoulSilver. Eggs obtained from Pokémon Ranger and its sequels are also sent wirelessly.
Diamond and Pearl also have the ability to connect to the Internet via Nintendo Wi-Fi Connection, and can also connect to Wii consoles. Due to improvements in the international link, some Pokémon may have foreign Pokédex entries. Diamond and Pearl also maintain backward compatibility with Generation III games; However, standard trading is not allowed. A player's Pokémon
can be permanently transferred through Pal Park, and some Pokémon that previously could not be caught can be found in dual slot mode. By connecting to the Wii with a Nintendo DS, players can also copy their party Pokémon into their copy of Pokémon Battle Revolution and My Pokémon Ranch. However, only Diamond and Pearl are compatible with My Pokémon Ranch, while
Diamond, Pearl, Platinum, HeartGold and SoulSilver are all compatible with Pokémon Battle Revolution. Generation IV is the first generation with regular Korean publications; every single major series game since Diamond and Pearl has been released in Korean. However, non-Korean versions of Generation IV games did not include a way to display Korean characters, and
therefore Korean versions of a Generation IV game cannot normally trade with a non-Korean game. If a Pokémon with a Korean name or Korean trainer name were somehow exchanged into a non-Korean game, the data for its name would be converted into something else. In Diamond and Pearl, empty spaces were used instead of Korean characters. This has been changed to
hyphens in Platinum – and then HeartGold and SoulSilver – that are likely to prevent problems caused by completely empty names. The following features of these games, which require access to the Nintendo Wi-Fi Connection Service, will no longer be supported as of May 20, 2014. The native support of the DS for Wi-Fi is used so that players can trade, fight and communicate
online via voice chat. Diamond and Pearl have a global trading system, trading system, Global Trade Station, which allows trainers to search for every Pokémon they want, or set up one of their own Pokémon to trade Pokémon. Players of other games can search for the Pokémon that others have placed on the Global Trade Station. The reception of Pokémon Diamond and Pearl
was well received by critics, Nintendo Power called them the ultimate Pokémon experience. The inclusion of Wi-Fi features and the voice chat feature were also praised. However, the games have been criticized for their somewhat basic graphics, with IGN commenting that everything still has Game Boy looking at it. Nevertheless, Diamond and Pearl received a big score of 8.5/10
on the website. [7] The gaming magazine Famitsu gave them a score of 35 out of 40. [8] Both Pokémon Diamond and Pearl have a rating of 85% on Metacritic. [9] On December 27, 2006, it was announced that the two games together were the first Nintendo DS games to reach five million units delivered. [10] In the United States, more than 533,000 pre-orders were sold before
publication[11] and one million copies were sold within five days. By the end of April 2007, the Us release of Pokémon Diamond sold about 1.045 million copies, and Pokémon Pearl sold about 712,000 copies. [12] In the fiscal year of its release, they sold 5.21 million units. [13] As of September 30, 2020, Pokémon Diamond and Pearl sold 17.67 million copies worldwide. [14]
Japanese sales of Pokémon Diamond and Pearl sold 1,588,734 units on the Japanese market in the first week, including 820,047 from Pokémon Diamond and 768,687 from Pokémon Pearl with a sell-out of 97.12% and 96.16% respectively. By December 29, 2013, the end of their 379th week, they had sold 5,825,505 copies, including 3,189,446 from Pokémon Diamond and
2,636,059 from Pokémon Pearl. Pokémon Diamond Version Week Ende Ranking Units verkauft Total Units verkauft 1 Oktober 1, 2006 1. 820.047 820.047 2. Oktober 8, 2006 2. 254.080 1.074.127 3. Oktober 15, 2006 1. 159.443 1.233.570 4. Oktober 22, 2006 1. 137.629 1.371.199 5. Oktober 29. Oktober 29, 2006 2. 127.011 1.498.210 6. November 5, 2006 3. 105.943 1.604.152
7. November 12, 2006 2. 78.744 1.682.896 8. November 19, 2006 3. 68.147 1.751.043 9. November 26, 2006 5. 76.183 1.827.226 10. Dezember 3, 2006 7. 70.190 1.897.417 11. Dezember 10, 2006 3. 98.859 1.996.275 12. Dezember 17. Dezember 2006 1. 123.573 2.119.848 13. Dezember 23 24, 24, 24, 24, 24, 24, 24. Dezember 23. Dezember 24, 24. Dezember 23, 24.
Dezember 24, 24, 24. Dezember 23 , 24 December 24, 24 December 24, 24 December 24, 24 December 23, 24. 2006 1. 209.379 2.329.227 14 December 31 December 2006 7. 56.222 2.385.449 15 January 7, 2007 8. 94,370 2,479,819 16 January 14, 2007 9. 22,982 17 January 211121211211212112112112112111 , 2007 17 - 18 January 28, 2007 17 - - 19 February 4, 2007 17
- 20 February 11, 11, 2007 16 - 66 December 30, 2007 - - 2,939,405 118 28 December 2008 - - 3.132.266 171 January 3, 2010 - - 3,168,935 223 223 January 2, 2011 - - 3.1 79,823 275 January 1, 2012 - - 3,185,215 379 December 29, 2013 - - 3,189,446 Pokémon Pokémon Version Week Week ending Ranking Units sold Total units sold 1 October 1, 2006 2nd 768.687 768.687 2
October 8, 2006 3rd 212.193 980.881 3 October 15, 2006 3rd 116.051 1,096,932 4 October 22, 2006 2. 94.350 1.191.282 5 October 29 October 2006 4. 85.530 1.276.812 6 November 5006 5. 81.604 1.358.416 7 November 12 November 2006 4. 65.574 1.423.990 8. , 2006 4. 57.627 1.481.617 9. November 26, 2006 6. 58.158 1.539.775 10 December 3, 2006 11 - 11 December
10, 2006 5. 75.206 1.669.367 12 December 17 December 2006 2. 97.409 1.766.776.776 13 December 24, December 24, 2006 3. 164.670 1.931.445 14 December 31 December 2006 12 - 1.976.046 15 January 7, 2007 10. 78.398 2.054.443 16 January 14, 2007 13 - - 17 January 21, 2007 21 - 18 January 28 , 2007 22 - 19 February 4, 2007 21 - 20 February 11, 2007 19 - - 66 30
December 2007 - - 2.433.003 118 28 December 2008 - - 2,592,405 171. January 3, 2010 - - 2,620,829 223 January 2, 2011 - - - 2,629,036 379 December 29, 2013 - - 2,636,059 Staff Main article: Staff of Pokémon Diamond and Pearl Music Main article: Pokémon Diamond &amp; Pokémon Pearl: Super Music Collection Version history This section is incomplete. Please do not
hesitate to edit this section to add and complete missing information. Reason: Version history for other regions; Find all legitimate and official revisions to list them in a version history. Japan Version Changelog 1.0 First Release 1.1+ (???) The ability to open the menu in a mystery zone has been disabled. The production pokémon Diamond and Pearl was announced on October 7,
2004. [15] They were later postponed until 2006. [16] Development cycle Main article: Pokémon Diamond and Pearl Beta Gallery Logos title screens English Diamond title screen English Pearl title screen Japanese Diamond title screen Japanese Pearl title screen Trivia Pokémon Diamond is also the name of the famous bootleg of the power version of Keitai Denja Telefang, which
was only released in Japan (along with a speed version) a year after Pokémon Gold and Silver. Unlike the real Pokémon Diamond, it wasn't paired with Pokémon Pearl, but with Pokémon Jade, the bootleg of Telefang's Speed version. Diamond and Pearl are the first games in which: The rival's starter Pokémon is not at level 5 during the first rival battle. The region's Pokémon
Professor's lab is not located in the player's hometown. All three Pokémon starters get a second type through Evolution and are used in the plot. Old saved data must be deleted before a new game can be saved, a premiere for the core series. A Pokémon that normally develops through the trade can, in this case, be caught; Steelix. The English versions contain many references
to Internet memes and chatspeak. This may be because the senior translator, Nob Ogasawara, is a member of the Something Awful Forums. Sinnoh's leaders and Elite Four don't always use Pokémon of their Type. This issue has been fixed in Platinum with an extension of the Pokédex, although Aaron still uses a Drapion in Platinum, although he is a bug specialist. The
international versions of Diamond and Pearl are the first Pokémon main games that usually have the names of the right nouns (e.B. Ultra Ball as opposed to ULTRA BALL). However, Pokémon names are still written in capital letters. Diamond and Pearl, along with the Japanese version of Platinum, are the most compatible Pokémon games as they can connect to nineteen other
games: all Generation III, IV and V core series games; Pokémon Ranger games; Pokémon Battle Revolution; and My Pokémon Ranch. Diamond and Pearl are the only core series games to introduce new Pokémon and not include them in the regional Pokédex. Typographic errors If a FireRed or LeafGreen cart exists in Nintendo DS Slot 2, the migration option in the main menu is
incorrectly specified as Migrate from Fire Red or Migrate from Leaf Green, with a space in the middle of the version names. This typo has been fixed in Pokémon Platinum, HeartGold, and SoulSilver by removing the room. On the back of the Australian release of Pokémon Diamond it says: ... while you're looking for the Pokémon that controls the space in the Pokémon Diamond
version. This is a mistake, as it should say ... while you're looking for the Pokémon that controls the time in the Pokémon Diamond version. This error does not exist on the English box type of other regions. Page 5 of the North American Handbook for Pearl mentions that to catch all Pokémon in the Sinnoh region and complete your Pokédex, you need to trade the Pokémon Pearl
version if it's called the Pokémon Diamond version. This error is not included in the Diamond Manual, which correctly identifies the correct opposite game. In other languages language title Japanese ポケ , Chinese-Cantonese 鑽寶 and 寶-Mandarin-寶-鑽/灵宝 梦 钻-梦 钻-Pokémon-Diamond and Perl* Europe Pokémon Diamond Version et Version Pearl German Pokémon Diamond
Edition and Perl-Edition Italian Pokémon Versione Diamante e Versione Perla Korean '켓몬'터DP 디아루가'펄'펄'아'아*'켓몬터 다이아몬드'펄* Portuguese Pokémon Vers'o Diamante e Vers'o Pérola Spanish Pokémon Edici'n Diamante y Edici'n Perla See also Diamond and Pearl walkthrough External Left References References
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